Education

**Chronicle of Higher Education Online**
Updates daily. The top destination for news advice, and jobs for people in academe. The website features the complete contents of the latest issue; daily news and advice columns; thousands of current job listings; an archive of previously published content; vibrant discussion forums; and career-building tools such as online CV management, salary databases, and more.

**Education Research Complete (EBSCO)**
Resource for education research. Includes all levels of education, from early childhood to higher education, and all educational specialties, such as multilingual education, health education, and testing. [Some full-text]

**Education Research Complete (Gale)**
Discover a comprehensive collection of periodicals and reference content supporting the education field. [Some full-text]

**Education Week**
Editorial Projects in Education. A nonprofit publisher of Education Week, America’s most respected source for education news and insight.

**ERIC - Educational Resources Information Center**
Database of education literature, sponsored by the U.S. Department of Education. [Some full-text]

**Films On Demand**
Streaming videos covering topics in Humanities, Communication, Social Sciences, Math, Science, Engineering, Technologies, Health, Education and Family Studies, Vocational and Career Guidance, Academic, Workplace, and Life Skills. **Go to the subject Careers & Job Search Videos. For best results: Access through a wired computer, not over a wireless network and access directly from the library's website (not through my CNM).**

**Information Science and Library Issues Collection**
Access to scholarly journals and trade publications essential for information professionals and other knowledge workers. The database offers coverage of topics including information infrastructure, metadata architecture, publishing, and more.

**Library, Information Science and Technology Abstract (EBSCO)**
Indexes core journals, priority journals, and selective journals; plus books, research reports and proceedings. Subject coverage includes librarianship, classification, cataloging, bibliometrics, online information retrieval, information management and more. [Abstracts | Not full-text]
Magna Publications
Magna Publications connects teachers and leaders with noted education authorities; provides expert-created professional-development content in focused and flexible formats including digital products, publications, and conferences suitable for individuals or entire campuses.

Media Education Foundation (MEF) via Kanopy
Streaming video from Media Education Foundation. MEF has partnered with Kanopy Streaming Service. Curated collection of documentaries focusing on media and society.

Mometrix
Ebook version of 100 different standardized exams. Includes titles such as NES Essential Academic Skills Secrets, HESI A2 Secrets, and ATI TEAS Secrets.

PrepSTEP
Online tutorials, test practice, ebooks and articles to help students achieve academic success and workplace readiness. Skill building in English, math and science, career licensing test prep, workplace skill building, basic computer skills tutorials, college success skills development and much more.

Professional Collection (Gale)
Contains full text journals of interest to professional educators. [Full-text]

Teacher Reference Center (EBSCO)
An index of over 260 titles from the most popular teacher and administrator trade journals, periodicals, and books. Coverage on key education topics such as Assessment, Continuing Education, Curriculum Development, Instructional Media, Literacy Standards, and more. [Abstracts | Not full-text]

The Teaching Professor
The Teaching Professor is a source of cutting-edge information and inspiration for educators with a circulation of more than 10,000. Submissions are reviewed each month; articles range from 800-1500 words.